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Visualizations of horseshoe vortex structure
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Abstract：A visualization study of the instantaneous flow patterns in a laminar 1unction flow is presented

in the paper·The pulsed hydrogen bubble technique and video recording system allows the recording of instan．

taneous flow field in the present study．The arrangement of the hydrogen bubble wire WaS Droven to be cfitical

for
revealing the fine structure of the junction flow。The junction妇ow3 produced by a Ieclangular block exlend．

ingfromthe surface weretestedwith Reynolds number rangingfrom Red．=2．74×102to 3 19×102．TheM．

suits illustrate the existence of primary horseshoe vortices and counter—rotating secondary vortices．Some new

features，such as the behavior of the head portion of 8 primary HV in the formation region allfl its shoulders up-

stream of the block，w∽found in the visualization study．
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马蹄涡结构的显示

陈 军

(北京大学湍流与复杂系统国家重点实验室，北京 100871)

摘要：对层流角区流动的动态流动模式进行丁流动可视化实验研究。实验采用丁脉冲氢泡发生器和录像系统

对流场进行了显示和研究。通过实验发现，氢泡丝的布置是清晰显示角区流动的精细结构的重蚤因素。实验雷诺

数范围为md-=2．74 x1舻一3 19 x102。该实验的角区流动由在平板表面的长方形突起物产生。实验结果显示了

主马蹄涡和反向二次涡的流动结构和流动过程。实验还发现了一系列新的流动现象，如马蹄涡的头部形成区域的

流动过程及其在柱体上游形成“肩膀”的现象等。
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0 Introduction

When the boundary layer flow encounters a bluff body

extending from a surface，owing to the adverse pmssure

gradient cmated by the presence of the bluff body．a coal—

plex，three—dimensional flow develops in the junction re-

gion，forming a region of separation upstream of the bluff

body．The impinging boundary layer develops into span—

wi∞vorlex structures．fed by the vorticity created upstream

at the leading edge of the bluff body．The body also gener-

ares span。wise pressure gradient，causing the vortices legs

to divert symmetrically，thus introducing a highly three-di-

memional vortex system amund the body．One or I／lore vor-

tiees
extending down stream oa either side of the bluff body

have been named gS necklace or horseshoe vortices(HVs)．

Junction flows occur in
many practical applications，

such as at a wing·body junction of the aircraft，turbine

blade—hub junctions of the turbine engi．e，and in the cool一
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ing flow past computer chips oil a circuit board．For exaln—

pie．when a river flow encounters a bridge pier．the horse—

shoe vortices formed around the base of the pier scour the

riverbed，and possibly remove rock and soil These flows

may weaken bridge foundations and caHse the collapse of

bridges(Holnbeck，et a1．1993)．

Some physical factors that may influence the structures

and stability of the HV have been studied．The quality of

upcoming flow and the characteristic dimensions of the body

determine the horseshoe-vortex system．The approach

boundary layer displacement thickness Reynolds number

m＆*，is an important dimensionless parameter，which af—

fects the characteristics of the laminar junction flow．The

shape of the bluff body influeilces the horseshoe structures

critically．To a first approximation，the pressure gradients

around a body are determined by the shape of the body，

say bluntness factor(Metha，1984)，the ratio of chord to

thickness—C／T，the ratio of height to thickness—H／T，

etc．，and other factors，like the size of the body，the

blockage of the flow channel，and the influence of other

nearby obstacles．

Agui and Andrsopoulos(1992)examined the flows

around an uptight wall-mounted circular cylinder，by

meads of visualization techniques using smoke and surface—

oil，and time resolved measurements of the wall pressure，

fortwo Reynolds numbersof血D=1．0 x105 and 2．2 x

105，respectively．They concluded that the PHV is“wan．

dering”in space with the amplitude of order one boundary

layer thickness．The motion seeilL$to be coupled with the

arrival of the large—scale structures of the incoming bound·

ary layer of the primary vortex．From smoke visualizations，

large scale structures are found to be considerably stmtched

because the part nearest the wall is substantially deeelerat—

ed while the outer part eonvecting downstream with un—

changed velocity．They proposed that the flow in the juno-

tion region consists of several large—scale structures that

form a new structure．the primary vortex．Strong eruption

of wall fluid away from the wall was observed upstream of

the primary vortex．This led to the formation of either a

counter rotating vortex or a mushroom vortex The authors

also pmposed that the primary vortex consists of several

large-seale strectures which originated in the oncoming

boundary layer and acquired substantial additional vortici—

ty．

Seal(1997)investigated the laminar vortex system at

the junction of a surface mounted rt_ctangnlar block，using

PIV，at Reynolds number Re。=3×104 and Rea．=2．98

×1∥．He found that while the primary vortex strengthens

and conveets downstream，it also interact with the surface，

generating opposite—sign vorticity via a local vorfex induced

pressure gradient effect(Doligalski et a1．，1994)．The

voItex nmnifests itself as a region both under the vortex and

as a growing tongue trmling the vortex．The eruption tongue

severs the primary vortex from the impinging boundary layer

vortieity，allowing the primary vortex to breakaway from the

formation region．The vorticity comprising the vortex could

cross diffuse with the corresponding opposite—sign vorticity

generated at the surface and circulates around tIle vortex．

As a result of the cross diffusion，the circulation of the pri．

mary vortex substantially decreases when it convects down—

stream toward the block．They proposed that the instability

in the impinging shear layer formed by attachment of the

impinging boundary layer is the mechanism for fTequeney

selection of the periodic breakaway behavior．

Seal(1999)studied the vortex—vortex and vortex．sur．

face interactions in the junction region of a circular cylinder

mounted on a flat plate during the investigation of the HV

cantrolled by suction of the flow upstream of a cylinder．

The experimentⅧconducted at Reynolds numbers Rew 2

7．8×10'，and Rea。=4．81×102 Eruption process gen—

crated by tlLe interaction of the intertwined vortices with the

plate surface wa,s found in the study It w∞observed in the

experiment
that three··dimensional interactions of the braid·

ed vortices induce a pair of local surface-fluid eruptions

reminiseem of t11e near．wall bursting that is characteristic of

the near wall regeneration process for fully turbulent bound—

ary layers．The authors suggested a new way to study the

regeneration pmcess一“burst”behavior in the near wall re—

gion by studying the HV interaction and associated vortex—

surface intemctions．

1 Apparatus

1．1 Water channel

Experiments were performed in a plexiglas free-surface

water channel with a test section 0．3m deep×0．3m wide
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X lm long．A rectangular bluff body was mounted on a

lmeter long，12mm thick．fiat plexiglas plate with an e1．

1lptica]leading edge．The water depth above the plate was

165mm．The free stream velocity U∞ranged from 40～

65mm／s．

1．2 Visualization System

The power source for the hydrogen bubble generator

consists of an autotrartsformer，which ranges between AC

0“270 vohs，and a binode bddge generating direct current

(DC)．The pulse generator is a periodical switch circuit．

which consists of an oscillation circuit，a frequency divid—

ing circuit and a threshold circuit．ThIs pulse generator has

four different frequencies：2，4，8 and 16 Hz．The switch．

on time call be changed from full一“off”to full一“on”．The

control circuit is isolated from the power system by a relay．

The generator is also integrated with an electrode revelT*

circuit for cleaning up the hydmgen bubble wire(Smith，et

a1．，2000)．

A hydmgen bubble wire was used to visualize the

junction flows and the structures in the boundary layer．

Two types of hydrogen bubble wire arrangements are ap—

plied in the present research：namely the normal谢r}e and

the transverse wire．

For the normal wire system，the platinum wire was

perpendicularly placed 400ram upstream of the leading edge

of the plate，in the symmetric plane of the junction．The

wire penetrated the plate and was fixed 013．the other side of

the plate．The diameter of the hole is lmm，carefully

sealed and smoothed out with Blu Tack and thin tape．The

other end of the wire was connected to the cathode of the

hydrogen bubble generator，and was tensioned by a weight．

The fiat plate was placed horizontally，parallel to the hot—

tom of the water tunnel．

For the transverse wire system，the hydrngan bubble

wire w“placed parallel to the plate wall．perpendicular to

the mean flow，3mm away from the wall，and 400mm up—

stream of the leading edge of the raate．The wire was fixed

to two 3mm thick blocks，which wei-e mounted oll the edges

of the plate One end of the wire was fixed，and the other

end was tensioned by a weight．and connected to the oath-

ode of the hydrogen bubble generator．The plate wns placed

vertically in this wire set—up，so that no more adjustmerlt

for the lighting and camera system was necessary for shift．

ing between the normal wire and the transverse wire．

The hydrogen bubble llme-line was illuminated by a

light$Ollrce，located above the water channel．A light

sheet wns set up when the light passes through a slit cover—

ing the top of the channel．The thickness of the light sheet

and a suitable brightness could be achieved by adjusting

the width of the slit．The bubbles were lit by a 500w high—

intensity photographic lamp．

The illuminated flows were recorded by aCCD canlera

and a Video Cassette Recorder．Mitsubishi HS．MX20V．

The still pictures were captured by a workstation，Silicon

Graphics，02．The image capture software is Media

Reeorder

The model was a”clallgIl】ar block with the height of

155ram，tIle depth，32ram，and the width．64mm．The

block was covered with black smooth tape to minimize light

reflection．The block w∞normally mounted oH the flat

plate，450ram from the leading edge．

2 Experimental results and discussions

h mis test。功odel．B of 64mm wide×32ram deep×

155ram high was mounted on the flat plate．The hydrngen

bubble wire was placed normal to the coming flow and the

wall．In the test，the flow velocity was set U∞=54ram，

yielding the corresponding Reynolds number based on dis—

placement thickness Re6*=2，74 x 102 and Reynolds nllm—

her based on the width of the block Re。=3．6×103．Ac—

cording to the visualized results，the flow Was in the amal-

gamating regime．

2．1．1 Topelo日

The junction flow is characterized by three unsteady

primary horseshoe voices．ne wrtices interuet with each

other in a quasi-periodic way，and some special phenomena

Occur intermittenfly．

Figure 1 shows a time sequence of the normal wire

test．The frequency of the time line of the hydrogen bubble

is^=4Hz．The eruption and roll—up are visualized in fig·

um 1(a)一(c)．A thin plume of hi曲levels of vorticity is
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ejected upstream near the wall(see figure 1(a))．As the

plume lifts Ilp away from the surface，a defleetion in the

do’,mstream direction is expected with atl uhimate roll．uD

into 8 primary vortex The impinging boundaIy layer vortic．

ity is organized into a vortex．V一1 strengthens and advects

downstream，assimilating more
impinging boundary layer

vorticity．Simultaneously，V一2 begins to interact with the

plate surface，generating opposite—sign vorltcity throu。gh a

local vortex—induced pressure gradient effect that manifests

itself as a
region both directly beneath the vortex and as a

growing tongue penetrating into the boundary layer when

the vor【ex grows．

of the vortex distance from the wall is
Y／∥=0．26．1arger

than usual primary．eonvecting vomit、es．approximately y／

W=0．2．

ng．2 Two竹p酋of topology of Itmlmlr junction flow

(Vishl．1991)

图2角区层靠的两类恬扑结柑

’墙-J Time seqnence ofmejⅢ叫}抽aow u胛打蝴
ofmodel·B+memrm蚰wiref¨-4EIz

圉I模型B角区瘴七游的时序结构

Note that upstream of the eruption，Some marking

particles(hydrogen bubbles)still convect upstremm，which

infers that the front of junction flow region is not a half sad—

die but a half node On the plate．nis agrees with the

topology．which Visba／(1991)proposed in his study．

shown in figure 2(a)．Other visualizations reveal that the

attachment line 8tS the foremost line upstream of the primary

horseshoe vortices is ODe of tbe corntnon characteristies of

Ju“。‘ion nOWs at lower Reynolds number‘
Fig．3 Time seq啦啦e 0f山e mushr00m．sh-ped v。ntx婵押

2·1·2 Mushroom-shaped vortex structure
ueat-tam ofmodd．B，the noemal win，H；411z

Figure 3 presents a time sequence of the formation／ 图3模型B上游蘑菇状涡舯的时序结构

break-up of a mushroom—like vorlex pair．A mushroom— The topology is shown in figure 4 Note that as the

shaped vortex pair is expected to form at some instant when
counter-rotating vortex convects upstream away from the

vorticity is concentrated in a strong vortex farther from the primary vortex，a saddle point evolves into two half-saddle

wail than usual．In the case of the present study，the core points，which connect to each vortt，x． While this Da打of
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vortices separates gradually，the primary Vortex moves

downstream and the counter—rotating olle convecta up—

stream．During their convection the strength and the size of

the pnlnary vortex almost do not change，but the strength

of the oounter-rotatlng vortex deceases dramatically．Most

vorticity in the counter—rotating vorIex is consumed by the

————————————————j。一。

一l澎I
S、{S1^sli

(h)

Fig．4 The top．1Iogy mushroom-Euaped vortex palr

uDdⅢe珊0f model-B

罔4模型B。卜游蘑菇状涡对的拓扑结构

Hg·5 V曲_山_6蚰Ⅱtyp‘cH three-prlmary·vortex

structure upstream 0r modd-B，the normd

wire．fⅡ=4Elz

围5模蛩B上游的三种捉型涡的显示

2．2 Transverse win test

The boundary·layer displacement thickness Reynolds

number increases from Re6．=2．74×102。corresponding

to the normal wire，to‰，=3．06×102，corresponding
to the t12ulsvers_e wire，and the nature of the flow changes

from one pattern to another．11le me stream velocity in this

test is U。=68mm／s，which yielded ReL=3．17×104

and Rew=4．54×103，based Oil the width ofthe model W

=64mm respectively．According to the visualized results，

the flow is in the breakaway regime．

2·2·1 The bre．,r4,,t／M衄
Figure 6(a)一(g)show a time sequence of the vortex

shedding process covenng one complete vortex generation

breakaway circle when V一0(Vortex 0)is about to dissipate

because of stretching，and V—l(Vortex 1)is eonveefing

toward the block(figure 6(a)，T=0s)．Note that while

V·l is approaching the block．V一2 at the sides ofthe block

begins to convect with the high free flow snw around the

block．The“shoulders”of V一2 appear and curve toward
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the block，by⋯A’(figure 6(c)T=1．1s)．

The vorticity is concentrated in V一2 legs at first，and

then in the head of the vortex．The strong backward flow

Fj暑．6 A time 5呻Ⅱ“l雌0f the I“lnn哪臀耐忡叫n∞J触跏of
model·B．“^”indicates the shoulders of the vortex：“B’’

Intdlcates the botmdary of theⅡcw vortex．

图6模型B横向剖面显示的时序结枸，^代表涡“肩部”B代

表新涡的边舁

Fig．7 The attachment line ol’jmlction flow

Model—B，ThetransverseⅥ{件，H=8Hz

图7模型B角吒流动的附着线

sweeps the hydrogen bubbles upstream quickly(figure 6

(c)，T=1．1s)．The shoulders of V一2 continue moving

inwards．The upstream—sweeping bubbles decelerate up-

stream of the block．forming a foremost line-the coales—

cence line(figure 7 and figure 6(“)，T=1．55)．Then a
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whole new HV fonns．’[he vortex tube can be clearlv visu、

alized with hydrogen bubbles around the wire The sboul—

ders of the newly formed vortex move downstream along the

vonex legs(figure 6(e)，，=2．gs)A new vortex is de、

veloping at the outermost side of the homesbce vonices t in．

dieated by“B”in figure 6(f)一(g)，and it finally sheds

from the boundary．1ayer(figure 6(g)，T=3 2s)．

2．2．2 The topolo对of the junction flow

The topology of the horseshoe vortices is studied in

this case．The visuaIisation results al'e in aCCOrdarloe with

the new type of laminar ItV topology(Visba】，1991)．In

other wQtds，the foremost line of c081eseenee is an attach．

merit rather than a separation line，namely the jet·maze

topology．Figure 7 shows an instant when the bubbles reach

the foremost 1ine of 00descence．When the newly formed

horseshoe vonex—V一2 is passing the wire and eonvecting

toward the block，some reverse sweeping bubbles reach the

foremosl line，as shown in figure 7 and 6(f)．This proves

that the foremost line is“attachment line．rather than a

separation line．Ⅱthis foremost line is a separation line．

an bubbles there should be entmlned by the newly formed

horseshoe vortex—V．2，when it eonveets toward the block，

rather than some of them forming a hydrogen—bubble-mate-

fial line moving upstream．

In fact，this topology is difficult to visualize by ordi-

nary means．1ike dye injection or a hvdrogen bubble wire．

Taking the normal wire for instance，beCBuse of the period·

ic shedding process，it is hard to detect the saddle point

upstream of the new horseshoe vortex．Moreover，since

streamlines are velocity dependent(Perry＆Chong，

1987)，the critical points in the flow are not easily ob-

served from vlsualisatiovs．

2．2．3 The s忙uc“口e of HV

A schematic diagram of the HV tubes is shown in fig—

ure 8，corresponding to the time T=3．0s(figure 6(f))．

Note that at the moment when V一3(Vorte,x 3)still has not

formed a visible vollex section in the symmetry plane，the

vortex legs of V-3 has distinctively developed at the sides of

the block(see figure 6(g)，indicated by“B”)．It is dif—

ferent from the common picture described by some previous

observations．This contradicts most previous studies，which

suggest that the formation of eve“portion of a HV is com—

pleted simultaneously，from the bead"to the legs．7Pae lea—

son for these contradictorT obsep,'atiI·ns may be caused by

different visualisation techniques．

Fig．8 The schematic diagram of the breakaway of the horseshoe

vortex

图8马蹄涡分离的，R意图

Fig-9 The schematic diagram of the伸lafionship between pti—

mary horseshoe vortices and the nreⅢliI目above them．

DB幽Iln皓stand for p^眦珂HV；solid lln龉咖nd for

streamlines

图9基本马蹄涡和绕魂线之间关系的示意图虚线：马蹄涡、

实线：流线

The present analysis shows that the forrnstian of the

initial vogex—V一3，(as shown in figure 6(e)～(g))is

developed in a region／lea2．the wall ne size of the V一3 at

the very first moment when it formS is of the order of the

distance between the transverse wire and the walI—

O(8’)．Such a vortical fllament formed near the surface is

very difficult to demonstrate if the marking particles are far

from the wall．It is reasonable to question the general pic—

ture of the HV shedding process presented by the transverse

wire far from the wall，compared with results shown by the

fIansveme wire wet—u口in the a,ppcoach boundary'layer．In
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other words，conventional visualizations seem only present

in the laler process after the new vortex has Mready broken

away

2．2．4 The sh帅Iders of the new HV

The loc8l rising of the vortex accottltts for the fo珊8一

tion of shoulders(indicated by“A”infigure 6(c)一(e))，

during the head of the vortex eonveoting toward the block．

From the streamlines upstream of the junction，as shown in

figure 9，it is seen that the flow is accelerated when pass—

ing the region near the upstream corilei_s of the block，and

the vortex is compressed in this region．The vortex under

the flow rises up and is entrained by the fast flow eonvect—

ing downstream，faster than other portions of the vortex．As

a result，this portion of the vortex line curves downstream．

3 Conclusion

(1)Visualizations 0f the flow field reveal that the at—

tachment line∞the foremost line upstream of the primary

horseshoe vortices is one of the common characteristics of

junegon flows at lower Reynolds number．in other words，

there is a half node rather than a half saddle on tlle sym—

metric plate．This 89l[_ees with the topology，which Visbal

(1991)proposed in his study，shown in figure 2(a)．

(2)A time seqnen．e．e of the formatiart／hreak—up of a

mushroom·like vol'tex pair w∞eleariy revealed．A mush·

room-shaped vortex pair is expected to form at 80me instant

when vorticity is concentrated in a strong vortex farther from

the wall than USUal．

(3)The shoulders of the newly created HV were ob-

served in the present study．This observation implied that

the head of the HV is not necessarily to be a U—shaped vor—

tex tube during its formation．The observation suggests that

the formation of the primary horseshoe vortices begim from

the legs rather than starting simuhaneously along the whole

piamary HV，

(4)The position of the hydrogen bubble wire is crlti-

cal for the visualisation quality，The fine structures and

flow patterns have to be revealed hy moM reasonable ar-

rmagement of the particle release position．Moreover，the

hydrogen bubble wire should be placed neBJ．|the wall if the

cause of the HV is the aim of the experimental research．
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